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"I was really dreading attending this course because I felt it would be boring, but he presenters made it fun
"I was really dreading attending this course because I felt it would be boring, but he presenters made it fun
and interesting."Crystal Slone, RMHCI; The presenters were fantastic! There was nothing at all that could have made
and interesting."Crystal Slone, RMHCI; The presenters were fantastic! There was nothing at all that could have made
it more effective. I loved every minute of it."Marie Wright, RMHCI; "I did some research and found out that
it more effective. I loved every minute of it."Marie Wright, RMHCI; "I did some research and found out that these
these presenters have an excellent reputation, and they were fantastic. Very effective in facilitating my
presenters have an excellent reputation, and they were fantastic. Very effective in facilitating my learning
learning process. This course is outstanding."Anne Shustack, Miami; "The delivery was exceptional and the class flew
process. This course is outstanding."Anne Shustack, Miami; "The delivery was exceptional and the class flew by. As
by. As a registered intern, this class was invaluable." Beth Acosta, RMHCI; "It was really worth it! I feel more
a registered intern, this class was invaluable." Beth Acosta, RMHCI; "It was really worth it! I feel more confident
confident in my practice. Excellent !" A.Gomez,RCSWI; "Susan, I could listen to your presentation over and over and
in my practice. Excellent!" A.Gomez,RCSWI; "Susan, I could listen to your presentation over and over and continue to
continue
to learn something new. Thankyou for all you and Matt do for our State." Kelly McGrath, Fl Prosecuting
learn something new. Thankyou for all you and Matt do for our State." Kelly McGrath, Fl Prosecuting Attorneys Association
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If YOU don’t come away feeling like you have an improved
If YOU don’t come away feeling like you have an improved
understanding of Florida Law, you may attend all future workshops at no charge. If you still feel you haven’t
understanding of Florida Law, you may attend all future workshops at no charge. If you still feel you haven’t
grasped the material, we will refund your money or send you to law school *Legal Disclaimer: Just kidding about law school.
grasped the material, we will refund your money or send you to law school *Legal Disclaimer: Just kidding about law school.
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User-friendly (even for therapists) flowcharts, easy-to-understand (we
User-friendly (even for therapists) flowcharts, easy-to-understand (we
promise) regulatory summaries, vignettes, sample tests & a thick interactive workbook for those sleepless
promise) regulatory summaries, vignettes, sample tests & a thick interactive workbook for those sleepless
evenings full of details you will need to know to protect your license and the clients you serve, including our now
full of details you will need to know to protect your license and the clients you serve, including our
evenings
infamous list called "Numbers to Know."
now infamous list called "Numbers to Know."

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT The most riveting team of instructors in Florida will help you learn* and
PkOeS
ITIVE REINFORCEMENT The most riveting team of instructors in Florida will help you learn* and
ep you alert by intermittently delivering lawyer jokes and chocolate.*See also BF Skinner's Theory of Operant Conditioning.
keep you alert by intermittently delivering lawyer jokes and chocolate.*See

ON-GOING SUPPORT: If questions
ON-GOING SUPPORT: If questions

also BF Skinner's Theory of Operant Conditioning.

arise after the course, just call our staff at no charge!
arise after the course, just call our staff at no charge!
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Caution is advised.
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